Software solutions partner company stays
mobile-ready to stay ahead
For iLink Systems, venturing into the Microsoft Mobility
Competency was the best way for them to focus even more
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explicitly on creating Microsoft-based software solutions.
With clients asking to expand their product sets onto a
mobile platform, iLink Systems set their sights on building
Windows phone® solutions — creating an additional service
offering that has kept them ahead of the competition and
ahead of their revenue goals.

“Clients are looking
more and more for
an expanded mobile
capability from a
solutions developer
like us.”
— Amitabh Bhonsle,
Practice Manager, iLink Systems

iLink Systems has vertical strengths in healthcare, communications and
environmental compliance, and the horizontal expansion of mobility across
those verticals has proven to be, in the words of Amitabh Bhonsle, “an
awesome combination.” Their ability to build mobile applications based in
these verticals sets them apart as an organization, and narrows down the
number of competitors that they may have to deal with in the marketplace.
What’s more, with Windows phones getting more attention in the market,
more and more customers — from small businesses to enterprise businesses
— are becoming dependent on mobile solutions. This has translated into a
good increase in iLink Systems’ revenue both in application development
and in selling across the Microsoft product stack. That ability to leverage a
single development framework across multiple Microsoft products — such as
Microsoft Exchange Server and Microsoft SQL Server — and for all of those
custom applications work in perfect harmony on Windows phones, is the
optimal way for iLink Systems to bring successful solutions to their customers.

There is no doubt about it — Windows phone has allowed iLink Systems
to expand their footprint into the mobility area, and that has differentiated
them from their competitors. With the innovations that Microsoft is bringing
to the table for Windows phones, iLink Systems is confident they’ll continue
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increase next year.”
— Amitabh Bhonsle,
Practice Manager, iLink Systems

Microsoft Product Synergies
iLink Systems delivers more and more mobile solutions using Windows
phones, including:
• Microsoft Windows Server

• Microsoft Exchange Server

• Microsoft SQL Server

• Microsoft .NET framework

• Microsoft Outlook

The Final Word

“Mobility is getting us a lot more attention
in the market than any other application or
product development company...”
— Amitabh Bhonsle, Practice Manager, iLink Systems
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